
By Iklyn Kintraire, Journeyman Bard of the Bardic College at Ash-

bury

Ashbury is generally an exciting and interesting place to live. When

we explore the depths and specifics of Ashbury the true wonders are

revealed.

However, before we begin our journey, allow me to quote from the

works of Orin Windseeker of the Ashbury Cartographer’s Guild, as he

explains about Ashbury’s estate system:

The Duchy of Ashbury is divided into estates. Each estate provides

income for the estate owner, provided of course that the estate is well

managed. Taxes are collected at the estate level and it is from these

taxes that the estate owners pay their lieges.

Estates are owned by either the King, Duke or  Baron. These people

can then assign their estates to their knights and it thus becomes the

knight’s duty to manage these estates.

It was decided long ago that each estate should contain an ap-

proximate equal number of persons within, and so every ten years or so,

a census was taken and lines of property changed as to better serve

these equal divisions. Duke Bryan did away with this tradition which

saved much paperwork, arguing, and debating but also produced es-

tates which as of now are not comparable at all as to their potential.

Therefore, some estates are worth vastly more than others, because,

let’s face it, the more people you have in your estate, the more taxes you

can collect from them. (Of course, a smaller population of very rich

merchants is still preferable to a large population of peasants as far as

income is concerned.)

The King, Duke and Barons must always keep more estates than

those beneath them. Usually a Baron gives each knight one or perhaps

two estates. (A Ducal knight may receive more.) Remember that status

and income come from estates, so it just would not do for a Baron to

have less estates than a mere knight.

In order to prevent too much power to be gained by one Barony,

each Baron is given a total of ten estates no matter the size of the Bar-

ony. In addition, there is an area which is owned solely by the Duke that

is not part of any Barony, which contains the lands just below the area

formerly known as Trellheim.

Even though a knight or baron may own a specific estate, it does

not mean that he or she will always be found there. Most nobles own

homes in the capital city of Ashbury and spend much of their time there

— for it would not do for a noble to be far from the Duke’s ear while the

other nobles have easy access and influence in the court.

The estate owner, then, will usually appoint a seneschal to do the

actual day-to-day business of the running of the estate, although obvi-

ously the estate owner is responsible for the well-being of all of the

people within that estate.

Some estates are “freehold” estates. These are estates that are

granted to special commoner groups (never individuals) for specific

services rendered or as a reward. Of course, these freehold commoner

groups are still obliged to pay all taxes and obey all laws of the Barony

in which they reside as well as the laws of the Duchy. The Healer’s

Guild and the Mage’s Guild are given one freehold estate each to help

them pay their expenses in exchange for their service to the Duchy.

In order to maintain cordial relationships with the indigenous races

of Ashbury, some freehold estates have also been given to the elves,

biata, barbarians, high orcs, and dwarves.

Note that an “estate” does not equal a “town.” An estate may

cover many square miles, and within the estate may be a number of

small towns and villages. In addition, a “town” may be large enough to

expand past the borders of one estate and take up parts of others. The

city of Ashbury, for instance, is so large that parts of nine estates are

used. You can go from the estate of Oldtown to the estate of Dockside

and still never leave the city of Ashbury.

Let us now begin our journey through the estates of Ashbury.  (Up-

dated in the autumn of 606)
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Ashbury

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Government, entertainment, trade, tourism

The beginning of any journey of the Duchy would naturally begin

in the capital itself. The city of Ashbury is divided into several estates —

many of which are self-governing bodies given a charter to remain inde-

pendent. The estate of Ashbury is where the central city lies, and which

also has the largest population per square mile.

The capital city sprawls about the beautiful Ash River, and is a

large trading port. When visiting be sure to stay at the lovely Five Lions

Inn. Nearby is Gwendolyn’s Field (named after Duchess Gwendolyn of

course), where you can expect to find festivals, tournaments, bazaars,

and other entertainments regularly.

The Marketplace is a large area near the waterfront where mer-

chants and entertainers set up shop to distance customers from their

gold. On summer days, it is quite busy, and a great place to find the best

bargains in all of Ashbury.

Ashbury city does not allow travelers to bring horses into the cen-

tral city which also helps to make the city one of the cleanest in the

duchy.

If you are a wealthy merchant or adventurer, the place to hang out

is undoubtedly the Dragon’s Flagon. Other taverns may cater to farmers,

dockhands, or other working people, but the Flagon seems to be the

place where nobles and adventurers congregate. Because nobles and

adventurers have more money than the common peasant, the prices are

higher than you may pay in a less respectable place. If you want to make

the connections to get ahead (or if you are a tavern entertainer looking to

make the big money), this is the place to be.

Bristol

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Hunting, farming

Until recently, Bristol was run by various thugs from Trellheim.
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However,  since its liberation and return to Ashbury, it has slowly begun

rebuilding. At the moment, it is not a nice place to visit, but if you wish

to build yourself a future, it is the new fronteir.

Perhaps because of the danger and challenges, a surprising num-

ber of sarr have moved into the area.

College

Freehold

Owner: Bardic College

Primary Economy: Education, research, entertainment

Of course the grandest sight in the capital is the Royal Bardic Col-

lege of which I am a recent graduate. This institution was founded nearly

two hundred years ago. In addition to becoming a repository of written

music and literature, the teaching branch of the College instructs the

most talented entertainers in the entire Kingdom.

The staff of the Academy teaches all the known languages of this

new world in addition to giving each student a solid background in Rheto-

ric, Mathematics, History, Music, Painting, and Biology. One can find

students from all over the Duchy at the here, for it has become the pre-

mier site of education in the duchy. When visiting the College, be sure to

visit the Vault of Lore and the Harmosium which daily offers live rendi-

tions of the works of literature and music collected by the college.

One main problem the campus faces is the haunting by the

Harrington family ghosts who randomly appear, scaring children and

the elderly, but causing no damage. Ironically, the family coat of arms

states “Death Before Dishonor.”

Connor

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Entertainment, trade, tourism

Connor was the estate once know simply for its being the final

resting place of historical Ashban hero Connor Arawyn. However, in the

past ten years, Connor appears to be somewhat cursed, being the site of

numerous events and tribulations. Connor is primarily agricultural, di-

rectly serving the needs of Ashbury. The superstitious feeling that evil is

drawn directly to Connor has led to some of the largest farming families

moving elsewhere. Coincidentally, most major forces heading to attack

the capital pass straight through Connor.

Connor’s largest village however does serve as the location of sev-

eral acting troupes and performers guilds, and it is often popular among

artisans for the cheap rent. This is also where ex-Duchess Mara Nordenn

has retired to her large home.

Dara’s Grace

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Lumber, hunting

Previously known as “Deathwatch,” this estate was renamed by

Duke Frost for his beloved late wife. Located as it is on the border of the

“contested lands” it is a haven for low lives, criminals, monsters, and (of

course) adventurers seeking them out.

His Grace has recently started building a small outpost on the bor-

der of this estate in a town named Fairdale, using the ruins of an old

dwarven building. He has ordered his nobles to meet at this place in the

hopes that the enemies of Ashbury will center their attention there in-

stead of the capital city. New Guild circles have been raised, a fine tav-

ern named the Black Stag Inn was constructed, and adventurers have

moved to the area for the opportunities it can provide. The site is right

on the borders of the contested lands, and one can simply cross a small

stream to be in an area filled with danger.

Diron

Freehold

Owner: Ashbury Mages’ Guild

Primary Economy: Research, trade

One would be hard pressed to miss the imposing spires of Mid-

night Guildhall. This is the home of the Ashbury’s Mages’ Guild. Mid-

night Guildhall holds the Duchy’s largest library of magical knowledge.

The estate provides the Guild with the income needed to keep the

Guild running smoothly. Many visiting mages stay there and study

tax-free as long as they share their research with the Guild.

Dockside

Ducal estate

Owner: Sir Harrison Ryatt

Primary Economy: Shipping, fishing, waylaying

Dockside is a center of the Ducal merchant fleet, and many power-

ful merchants have warehouses just beyond the docks. The often-rowdy

sailors of Dockside frequently brawl in the taverns that clutter this sec-

tion of the capital, but luckily the stalwart Ducal Marines patrol the area

to keep injuries and damage to a minimum. The area is also known un-

fortunately for its organized crime, but since the breakup of the group

known as the Fist, this seems to have died down. In fact, since Sir Harrison

has taken over, all crime has dropped tremendously.

Be sure to visit the retired Dreadnought Richard, which in addition

to being a masterpiece of engineering contains an excellent restaurant

said to serve the finest seafood in the entire Duchy!

Dover

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Agriculture

No true visit to the capital city of Ashbury and the Ducal Fiefs

could be considered complete without a stop at the Ducal summer resi-

dence of Dover. The beautiful rolling hills and forests surround the most

beautiful castle in the Duchy.

Dover serves not only all the headquarters of the Ducal army, but

as the site of many Army tournaments. Ash Ford Battle Day is usually

celebrated officially here with a number of parades and military ceremo-

nies.



Oldtown

Royal estate

Owner: Queen Sidraste Deannen

Primary Economy: Financial, Accounting, Government

Oldtown is the financial center of Ashbury city, and perhaps the

Duchy.  Counting houses are commonplace here, and a building known

as “The Market” is where trading takes place on large scale.

Oldtown has recently become somewhat rebellious against the

moves by the Ashbury Merchant’s Conglomerate to seize a large chuck

of the Duchy’s economy — despite the AMC’s moves many counting

houses do considerable business with the merchants of the conglomer-

ate.

Oldtown is dotted with fine taverns and restaurants as well as a

large amount of small residences. Several powerful merchants have enor-

mous mansions in Oldtown.

Roderick’s Rest

Ducal estate

Owner: Sir Padrin Darius

Primary Economy: Mining, hunting

Named for an ancient King, this estate was partially reclaimed by

Ashbury after its loss when Trellheim fell.  The western portion of the

estate has still not been reclaimed, and it is a dangerous place for travel-

ers. Stay away unless you have business there.

Safehaven

Freehold

Owner: Healer’s Guild

Primary Economy: Research, Medical, Alchemy

Besides being the home of the Ashbury Healer’s Guild, Safehaven

also is the site of the Lord Britmore School of Alchemic Studies. The

School itself specializes in analyzing newly discovered toxins in an ef-

fort to create antidotes and is generally credited for creating the Liquid

Light among other elixirs.

Safehaven most recently seems to have become central in the effort

to rebuilding a Royal Healer’s Guild. Construction on a massive build-

ing has begun in Safehaven, believed to be tied with the organization of

this Royal Guild. When finished in several years, this structure will likely

be the source of the training for most earth casters in the Kingdom, and

likely serve as a seat of the Royal Guild.

Safehaven was also once a home for many biata, but after the Thessi

attacked in 598 and destroyed the biata homestone there, killing many,

the biata population has moved on to other areas.

Suvina

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Livestock

Suvina is more populated than its sister estate Morien; however the

cattle business is king here. While many semipermanent camps dot the

pastures of Suvina there are only two real towns within the estate:

Gravesend and Gristle. These two towns are rough places with high prices.

They seem to be constant sources of aggravation for many of the estate

managers.

It is a good thing Dover is so close to Suvina, for often the Army is

needed to break up disputes over grazing areas which erupt into vio-

lence. One legend of Suvina tells of a captain sent to break up a dispute

who was killed in the resulting violence between two herdmasters. It is

said that this captain’s ghost can be seen riding the pasture lands late at

night — where he is going is unknown but his presence is a sign of ill

omen.  Several stampedes have been attributed to his presence.

Tower Hills Citadel

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Mining, Military

Fenmarch

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Agriculture

Fenmarch is known for its bogs. The area is strangely good for

producing all sorts of tubers, cranberries, and even onions on a dry por-

tion of the estate.  Inhabitants claim that there is a ‘Haunted Bog’ where

a powerful creature resides, pulling all who approach to their doom.

More than likely this is simply an explanation for drunken farmers who

totter off into a bog while they stagger home from the famous March of

Fens tavern.

Floris

Royal estate

Owner: Queen Sidraste Deannan

Primary Economy: Cobbling, coopering, brewing, trading

Floris is known for many things: its stalwart footwear, its masterful

barrel making, and full bodied ales. Anyone traveling through Floris

should be sure to stop by the Boot and Barrel Pub to try the latest pow-

erful brew from hobling brewmaster Striden Darkale.

Kurash

Ducal estate

Owner: Sir Padrin Darius

Primary Economy: Furs, trading

This estate juts deep into the contested lands, and is quite close to

the undead powerhouse that was once Bartleby.  As such, it is quite

dangerous, and although the maps show its borders as the traditional

ones from our past, if you veer out too far from the central area, you may

find that there will be very little ducal law and support for you. Avoid

this place unless you have to go there.

The sturdy locals survive mostly by hunting and fur-trapping, but it

is a dangerous life.

Morien

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Livestock

Morien is one of the two estates dominated by enormous herds of

cattle. Its lush grasses meander into Suvina, the second powerful cattle

estate. Unlike many estates, Morien has few (if any) villages, whereas

there are sprinkled in small temporary “cow towns” controlled by a master

herdsman working for one of the powerful families living within the

estate of Nantes. Morien has a large Ducal presence, as described in the

description of the estate of Suvina.

Nantes

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Foodstuffs, Agriculture, Horse Raising, Tan-

ning

Nantes is perhaps one of the most productive of all estates in Ash-

bury. Villages and small towns dot the landscape. Nantes has slaughter

houses, tanneries, huge smoke houses, and more. Cattle are typically

driven to Nantes to be processed to feed the populace of the Duchy.

Many powerful families live in small enclaves within Nantes; how-

ever, these enclaves are often practically empty. These simply serve as a

base of operations of the families that control the enormous herds of

cattle dotting the estates of Morien and Suvina.

 Nantes is also famous for the feud between the Sparhorn and the

Dewitt families — a feud that goes back approximately one hundred

years over grazing territory.

Nantes also seems to be the focal point of an organization known

as the “Vintners,” a group dedicated to the termination of eating meat.

The Vintners are considered to be bandits by many, and are often dealt

harshly by the industries in Nantes.



The Tower Hills for the most part can’t really be called an estate of

Ashbury, for while the Ducal Armies control large portions of it, it still

remains a contested battle field, mostly against the trolls of the region.

Small mining camps do of course exist, taking great risks to attempt to

extract ores and even gems from the land. The Tower Hills are dotted

with small forts and even a few small stone keeps and other fortifica-

tions. While some citizens still do try to live within the estate, they are

mostly army veterans and small militias who have lost too many com-

rades to see the Tower Hills lost.

The Tower Hills still serves as a home for dozens of small groups

of trolls, and even powerful deep trolls of the Sunless Empire are occa-

sionally seen. To call the Tower Hills a “no man’s land” would be some-

what of an understatement, as the Ducal presence here is still extremely

strong and the Tower Hills Citadel still stands as Ashbury’s sentinel and

defense.

Vorak’s Peak

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Mining, Agriculture

Vorak’s Peak itself is perhaps the tallest point in all of Ashbury, and

is named for an ancient being known only as Vorak.  I have yet to dis-

cover who Vorak was and whether he or she is or was a wizard of some

sort — wizards always seem to go off to tall peaks and such. Perhaps

Vorak is simply some crazy old hermit or something, or some fabled

sage whose name got left off some impressive work. In any case, Vorak’s

Peak itself has several rich veins of ore recently discovered which has

been a general boom for the estate. Formerly and primarily an agricul-

tural estate for wheat and corn, recent mining activities have many of the

locals staking claims.

There are also rumors of many caves leading to twisting tunnels

beneath the mountains… what resides there is not known.

Woodwash

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Logging, fishing

Woodwash is a sleepy community known for its industrious com-

mon folk. It is also well known for its curse, for over a dozen years ago,

the Sheriff and Magistrate (who was a gypsy) were found guilty of a

crime of which they probably were innocent. A powerful curse was placed

over the woods surrounding the main settlement in Woodwash, and the

place has been filled with undead ever since. Apparently, to remove the

curse, the parts of the Sheriff and Magistrate’s bodies must be recov-

ered, but it is practically impossible to recover the parts while being

attacked by an infinite number of undead, as they continue to regener-

ate. The nobles and adventurers of Ashbury tried in concert over the

summer of 599 but were unsuccessful.

Woodwash is also home to the hobling family the Dunkelbergers

who run the main (and only) business in the area. Their Inn also con-

tains permanent earth and celestial circles which can be useful for trav-

eling adventurers. Expect to pay top price there though.

Yegril

Royal estate

Owner: Dame Beatrice Windham

Primary Economy: Shipping

The two sister ports of Yegril and Dockside were built at approxi-

mately the same time in the late third century. Yegril is a navy port. A

warning might be in order for those in the vicinity of Yegril, as the cheering

sailors of the navy often find it amusing to aid in recruiting and one

might find himself or herself fighting pirates after recovering from a

night of carousing.

With the emerging of Ashbury in Fortannis, Yegril has recently be-

come the site of the rebuilding of merchant vessels and trade cogs. The

possibility of new shipping trade routes have encouraged investors, and

shipwrights from throughout Icenia, Evorra, and Ashbury have come to

Yegril to begin construction on dozens of new ships. However, a signifi-

cant portion of the money seems to be coming from unknown sources.
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The denizens of the Ash Forest are believed to have arrived in the

general area of Ashbury over seven hundred years ago. Originating from

the long lost kingdom of Quentari, it is believed that the elves of the Ash

Forest left their brethren because of some political dispute.

Although almost the entire Forest is open to the citizens of the

Duchy, the ruling body of the elves of the Ash Forest — the Amani

Council — still forbids entrance into several areas secluded to preserve

the habitat of many magical creatures such as the unicorn, the ffolk, and

many other fabled creatures.

In addition to protecting these rare and beautiful beings, the elves

wish to protect the Spirit Tree. It is rumored that this tree is the keystone

of the Forest and that all its inhabitants benefit from its health. The elves

jealously guard this wonder, preventing all from viewing its splendor,

fearing that if non-elves are exposed to it, it might become polluted or

corrupted. In any case, the Amani Council exists primarily to maintain

the tree and protect the denizens of the Forest.

Ash Forest, the smallest of the Baronies, is inhabited mainly by

some nine thousand elves with a scattering amount of humans and

hoblings around the edges of the forest. Other races can be found in

small numbers.

When traveling in the Ash Forest, you should always remember

that you are a guest. The elves keep an eye in some fashion or another on

all visitors so it is important to respect the forest and mind one’s matters

at all times. The Amani Council is very strict about preserving the forest,

and many would-be troublemakers have found themselves escorted to

the border by a group of Amani Rangers in a less than gentle manner.

Mind your manners.

The Central Path is a creation of the Amani Council to allow non-

forest residents to travel through the forest in small numbers. This path

winds its way from the Barony of Nordenn through the forest, to the

Ducal Fiefs into Ashbury city.  Along this central path dozens of make-

shift trade stations have sprung up, as wells as more than a few small

taverns and inns.

The Amani Rangers reserve the right to restrict or bar someone

from traveling on the Central Path, and there are dire repercussions for

those who stray from the Central Path.

Aldin Mirk

Baronial Estate

Owner: Baron Roriiathanderhil  Colaenlothrodarhil

Primary Economy: Leatherworking, crafts, herbs

The community of Aldin Mirk lies high above the floor of the Ash

Forest. In the carefully raised giant redwoods, the citizens of Aldin Mirk

have created an entire city in the trees. The elves claim that most of the

Ash Forest is too young to have trees suitable for support of a tree town.

Aldin Mirk is the exception. The town was raised to make the very fer-

tile ground beneath the city available to the herb growers.

Aldin Mirk specializes in the raising of rare and special spices, in

particular feyander, and a delightful spice similar to a combination of

chocolate and cinnamon.

Alhanoroel

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Weaving, Trade

Being located so close to Ashbury city, Alhanoroel has a more cos-

mopolitan air than many other Ash Forest estates. The elves that live in

Alhanoroel are fairly tolerant of other races, assuming that the elves are

respected and their laws obeyed.

Alhanoroel is home to one of the most spectacular labyrinths of



caverns in the whole Duchy. The Caves of Carnavon contain over two

hundred miles of caverns and passageways carved out of the stone by

the Fire River. Due to multiple openings in the ceilings of some of the

caverns, the displays of reflected light on the mineral formations are

breathtaking.

Eldor

Baronial Estate

Owner: Baron Roriiathanderhil  Colaenlothrodarhil

Primary Economy: Paper making, hunting

The estate of Eldor is small, quiet, and unobtrusive. The people

there live simply, and in general they welcome strangers. The villagers

mostly hunt deer for food and leather or work in the paper mills. Very

little of the wood used in paper making is cut on the estate. All of the

wood that is sent to the mills comes from sick and dying trees that were

carefully chosen to be cut down all over the Forest.

Elindil

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Agriculture, Horse Breeding, Carriage Mak-

ing

It is here that some of the best car-

riage horses in the Duchy are bred and

trained, and a number of the best car-

riage makers in the Kingdom are em-

ployed here, making custom harnesses

and carriages of all sizes. These master

craftsmen occasionally do work for oth-

ers, but they are very expensive.

On the first of June every year,

Elendil is host to the largest driving

competition in Ashbury. Carriages are

judged on appearance, versatility, and

the training of the horses (as determined

by their mastery of a difficult driving

course). Elindil is also one of the few

places in the Forest where oats can be

grown with moderate success. What

open land there is on the fringes of the

Forest is rich and well drained, making

it some of the most valuable farmland

available in the Barony. A species of

wheat has been adapted to grow under

the trees in moderate shade.

Entholm

Baronial Estate

Owner: Baron Roriiathanderhil

Colaenlothrodarhil

Primary Economy: Furniture

Making, Farming, Lumber

Entholm exists as an oddity in the

Ash Forest as no elves live there. It

seems that a conflict erupted years ago

between a woodworker and a group of

Amani rangers. The woodworker in

question had hired some lumberjacks to

illegally enter the Ash Forest to harvest

a particularly rare tree. The tree unfor-

tunately was the home of a dryad, and

an enraged group of Amani rangers

burned down the woodworker’s house,

accidentally killing his wife and child.

Rioting and racial slayings occurred un-

til the intervention of Baron Gunther

Nordenn in 513.

Since then, an uncharacteristic phobia and hatred of the elves has

flourished in the area, and humans have always been appointed to ad-

minister the estate in order to keep the peace even while the estate is

owned by an elf. Elves should be on their guard in the town of Entholm,

as “accidents” frequently happen.

Although some progress has been made in recent years, and elves

have begun traveling through, no elves have yet taken it upon them-

selves to actually live there.Most of the humans there like it that way.

Forlindelin

Baronial Estate

Owner: Baron Roriiathanderhil  Colaenlothrodarhil

Primary Economy: Trade

Forlindelin is one of the estates on the Central Path. The village

itself is not along this road, but is located in the northern section of the

estate. It is fairly small, and mostly closed to outsiders. It is the only

village that actively trades with The Wold. The southern section of the

estate is actually part of the city of Zinfelendin, and it is here that the

Central Path crosses Forlindelin. This area is completely open to all

people, and it mostly contains houses and merchants who carry the goods

that come from the northern village of Forlindelin.



Kiri-Ashton

Baronial Estate

Owner: Dame Darlassia Farseer

Primary Economy: Mushroom farming

Kiri-Ashton is a lovely community of elves and hoblings whose

primary vocation is the growing and cultivating of the famous Asitikir

Mushroom. Considered a delicacy in wealthy circles, the mushroom has

a harmless euphoric affect on most races. It makes a wonderful wine

too! Sarr should avoid ingesting this fungus at all costs.

Linduria

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Tailoring, fabrics, weaving

For many years, large sections of this estate were clouded in fog

and mists, but a few years ago, a group of adventurers led by then-Squire

Talin Gildenlily destroyed a creature which was creating undead and

marauding the village. The thick fog which has surrounded the area for

years has not gone away, but it is considerably lighter. No undead have

been sighted since the party cleared the area, and this has helped to

encourage new immigrations into this area. The area is now starting to

rebuild itself.

Nymphwood

Baronial Estate

Owner: Baron Roriiathanderhil  Colaenlothrodarhil

Primary Economy: Silk, cotton, wool, fabrics

Nymphwood to the south is rumored to be the home of — surprise,

surprise — nymphs! Well, perhaps the beautiful streams, brooks, and

ponds generate a foundation for such rumors, but rest assured you would

have better luck finding a dragon. Nymphwood is one of the quieter

estates in the forest. There is no central village for the estate, but many

plantations where large groups of elves live raising silkworms, cotton

and sheep. For one week after the harvest, the faire is alive as each

plantation sends representatives to sell their wares. Merchants come from

all around to get the best prices possible for the cloth and silk sold there.

South Point

Baronial Estate

Owner: Dame Darlassia Farseer

Primary Economy: Tourism

The greatest attraction to all travelers in the Ash Forest is the sea-

side resort of South Point. Here along the white sand beaches, one can

find the true definition of paradise. This small community of two hun-

dred exists only to serve and cater to its wealthy visitors. One should be

warned however that paradise has its price, and only the wealthy, the

famous, and the noble can usually afford a vacation stop at South Point.

During the winter, when the beach is deserted, the resort town special-

izes in huge entertainment spectacles at its gambling casinos featuring a

variety of performers from all over Ashbury.

Off the coast, yet still part of the estate of South Point, is the small

island of Synvia, a place of gently rolling hills of pastureland and small

copses of trees. Originally used as an outpost for pirates in the fourth

century, Synvia has become a haven for the races that humans have clas-

sified under the misleading term “scavenger.” The races that inhabit

Synvia are mainly of a herbivorous stock. Perhaps the greatest attraction

of visiting Synvia is meeting the Equaris, a handsome people with horse

features. Synvians openly accept anyone in their outer areas but limit

nonscavengers from the central towns. Although conflicts erupt between

sub-races (cats and dogs, sheep and wolves, etc), a loosely knit council

of elders manages to keep a quiet peace.

Tenebrous

Baronial Estate

Owner: Baron Roriiathanderhil  Colaenlothrodarhil

Primary Economy: Logging

Tenebrous is a logging community sanctioned by the Amani Coun-

cil. Special guides selected by the council locate sick or dying trees for

the lumberjacks of Tenebrous, carefully assuring that overharvesting does

not occur. The humans of Tenebrous have become accustomed to this

arrangement, and have managed to so far accommodate the elves. The

rare woods that are cut from this area are often supplied to woodworkers

in Entholm to create artistic masterpieces.

Tilomon

Royal Estate

Owner: Sir Nevis Honorium

Primary Economy: Military

Tilomon is the central location for the Armed Forces of the Ash

Forest. Tilomon has always served as a headquarters for troops and the

Amani Rangers. Its closeness to the Tower Hills makes it a primary strik-

ing location from the trolls attacking into the forest as well as the elves

attacking into the hills.

Tir’Kanir

Freehold

Owner: Amani Council

Primary Economy: Unknown

I could not get close enough to Tir’Kanir to get any information

about it. I was “instructed” it was for my safety, said some Amani rang-

ers. Not wanting to press my luck too much, I chose to relent.

Vornithalin

Baronial Estate

Owner: Baron Roriiathanderhil  Colaenlothrodarhil

Primary Economy: Agriculture, Education

Vornithalin’s Library is the source of education for many of the

Amani elves. The library was founded by the Amani prophet Faldor

several hundred years ago and has a small school associated with it. It

has now grown into the “University of Arcane Theory” and has over a

hundred students.

Waterwood

Ducal estate

Owner: Sir Eros Clearbrook

Primary Economy: Farming, livestock

Waterwood welcomes visiting elves, and occasionally, some non-

elves are allowed to spend the month of May in Waterwood.

There are always an above average number of Rangers on duty at

this time (perhaps to keep curious visitors from seeking the Cave of the

Whispering Wind). For the remainder of the year, the elves of Waterwood

raise the best deer in the Forest. There is an even balance between clear

grasslands and light forest, giving the deer ample areas to forage. Kill-

ing deer is allowed here, but anyone that does not use what they kill for

food, clothing, or other utility is severely punished.

Stone Elves have a small enclave on the northeastern edge of the

estate of Waterwood, and the Children of Camulous have a small village

on the southwestern edge of the estate. Needless to say neither particu-

larly likes to see each other in their villages.

The Wold

Freehold

Owner: Amani Council

Primary Economy: Government

Although I can find no written account within the records at my

disposal of the two areas ruled by the Amani council — The Wold and

Tir’Kandir — I would issue you a stern warning against trespassing in

these areas. Not only is a person violating a sacred trust between the

elven people and the Duchy itself, they could be placing the denizens of

the forest in grave danger. There is magic, there are beings that tran-

scend our meager imagination in this world of ours, and it is best to

leave them to their own business and out of ours. Even I, a person with



an unending appetite for information and knowledge, recognize that some

things are best left unknown.

Zalinarik’s Keep

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Research

Zalinarik’s Keep is the most interesting fortification in the world,

as it is the largest tree known to the intelligent races, and the elves have

carefully guided its growth to be a castle of no small worth. One might

think that a tree poses no invader much of an obstacle, but the Keep

itself is completely resistant to magic and fire attacks and its bark as

hard as stone. Zalinarik’s Keep is an interesting and innovative form of

protection for the inhabitants of Ash Forest. Fabled Wizard Zalinarik

(the creator of the spells “Destroy” and “Shatter”) still lives in the high-

est reaches of the Tree, studying Dragon Magic. Your chances of seeing

him is nil so don’t even try.

Zinfelendin

Baronial Estate

Owner: Baron Roriiathanderhil  Colaenlothrodarhil

Primary Economy: Trade, Government

The highlight of a visit to the Ash Forest is the majestic city of

Zinfelendin. Zinfelendin is the capital of the Ash Forest Barony — but

of course; the Amani elves consider their individual capital to be the

Wold. Zinfelendin is an example of living beings working in perfect

harmony with nature, as the buildings and dwellings themselves seem to

have grown out of the ground itself. One section of the city is a remark-

able mushroom village in which houses have been carved out of im-

mense toadstools.

One should always visit meticulously tended park of Zinfel, the

original King of the Elves. The pond in the center of the park glows

various colors after nightfall, coating the whole park in a chromatic aura.

The center of the city is dominated by a graceful single spire that as-

cends far into the sky, towering over the forest to an estimated height of

two hundred feet. I recommend visiting the fabulous elven weavers and

the amazing elven armorers in the small but busy merchant’s quarter.

BBBBBlythedalelythedalelythedalelythedalelythedale
The oldest of the baronies, Blythedale has a rich and noble heri-

tage. Although Blythedale does not have the rich farming lands of the

other baronies, it has a strong trading economy and its citizens are pros-

perous.

The citizens of Blythedale tend to have an elitist streak. They feel

that since they were the first barony of Ashbury established, they are

purer or better than the “late-comers” of the other baronies.

Their arrogance may also have something to do with the fact that

most of them are related to prominent noble and/or rich merchant fami-

lies. A common pastime among the elite is discussing and researching

their family tree.

The people of Blythedale are hard working and industrious folk

mostly involved in shipping and trading (as opposed to the agricultural

economies of the other baronies). I once met a Nordenner who referred

to Blythedalelanders as “penny pinching fops who care for nothing more

than profit and privilege.” While it is clear that many Blythedalelanders

are concerned with moneymaking ventures, they by no means are effete

in character as a whole.

Perhaps this observation’s origins can be traced to the

Blythedalelanders genteel nature and tendency to dress in as fashion-

able way as possible. The many silk merchants there of course would

have this kind of effect on any people.

In any case, the high standard of appearance and interest in educa-

tion can be refreshing at times, especially when so many citizens of the

Duchy seem content with their own ignorance of the virtues of civiliza-

tion and gentility.

Amaranth

Baronial estate

Owner: Baron Ivan Drake

Primary Economy: Hunting

The Fen of Amaranth contains a small deposit of very resilient

lizardmen that have thus far managed to avoid destruction despite hun-

dreds of years of effort from local citizens. Even now, lizardmen in the

area are rarely seen, and in most cases in only twos and threes. The name

Amaranth comes from the Amaranth family, who has served as nobles

for generations. Amaranth used to be known for their lizard skin prod-

ucts.

Chelmsford

Royal estate

Owner: Queen Sidraste Deannan

Primary Economy: Masonry, Architecture, Art

Chelmsford has several large granite quarries and as a result has

habitually been a location for sculptors and those who professionally

dress stone for castles, keeps, towers, and large mansions. Chelmsford

has a terrible problem however with drainage and several abandoned

quarries have become “party” spots for local youth. Despite efforts by

the town guardsmen, it seems to be nearly impossible to keep children

away from these water filled quarries. It has resulted in more than a few

resurrections.

Dale

Freehold

Owner: Town of Dale

Primary Economy: Trade, Agriculture

The Dale was the first community formed in the entire Duchy, and

has since become a vital site for visitors to meet and conduct business.

The Dale not only is a site in which foreign merchants come to distribute

their wares, but a place for political intrigue, and not surprisingly, this

means that the Thieves Guild in the Dale is one of the largest in the

Duchy.

Denthor

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Agriculture, Pig farming

Denthor has habitually been the location for raising pigs, and its

people tend to be a stubborn and somewhat sloppy lot.  While effort is

made to keep the estate clean, there have been times when massive

amounts of pigs have broken loose from their pens and devoured local

gardens and farms.

Dragonhart

Baronial estate

Owner: Baron Ivan Drake

Primary Economy: Trade

Dragonhart has also been the sight of tremendous upheaval over

the past few years, with political factions arising to support various lead-

ers. Dragonhart continues to this day to be the location of significant

discord and chaos, although this is changing.

Easton

Ducal estate

Owner: Sir Eros Clearbrook

Primary Economy: Gem mining, Agriculture

Easton is known for its caves and for its seeming plentiful mining

for gems. All sorts of rare stones seem to be found in several caves

throughout the estate. Needless to say only sanctioned merchants and

spelunkers are allowed to harvest these gems within the Duchy. The

presence of the ducal army is  heavy in Easton, and tax collectors are

always present to catch those who attempt to harvest gems without re-

porting their finds to the proper authorities.



Ector

Baronial estate

Owner: Baron Ivan Drake

Primary Economy: Smithing, Weapon and Armor crafting

Ector perhaps has the most blacksmiths in the entire Duchy clus-

tered together. Its a haven of weapon making and armor making. Over

one hundred dwarves live in the estate, some traveling from Kelanor

daily to fashion swords and armor of incredible beauty. More than a few

blacksmiths unfortunately are not masters at their craft, and selecting

the right blacksmith for work is important, otherwise you might find

your sword snapping at the wrong time. Ector has a museum dedicated

to the art of smithing, which should not be missed under any circum-

stances. It’s a bargain at one copper admission.

Fenwyck

Baronial estate

Owner: Sir Daniel Grimsby

Primary Economy: Cart and Wagon Making, Agriculture, Trade

I have often heard the term “There is something rotten in Fenwyck”

and never new what it meant – until I visited it. Fenwyck is known for

several talented craftsman who manufacture carts and wagons. Unfortu-

nately these carts and wagons are sold at lots, huge rows of wagons are

lined up waiting for some unsuspecting farmer to show up. There are

used wagon lots, new wagon lots, and discount cart auctions. A person

has to be very careful they get a good solid wagon, or they might easily

end up with the “wagon that is used but only been driven 15 times to

market by the Widow Mulley.”

Fenwyck also is a haven for those individuals seeking to work the

caravan routes and has become a main thoroughfare in the trade roots of

the eastern Duchy. There are several taverns that are frequented by dan-

gerous people. Fenwyck is also known for its “anything goes” wagon

races, which typically result in several resurrections each year.

Greyhill Peak

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Agriculture

Greyhill Peak is a somewhat rural estate. It is sparsely populated by

several large “clans” of individuals. Potatos and other tubers seem to

grow well here despite the somewhat inhospitable land. Greyhill Peak is

known also for its strange custom on Goblin Day of hunting goblins and

killing as many as possible. Despite this custom, Greyhill Peak con-

stantly has a large goblin population. Goblins take this opportunity to

kill as many residents of Greyhill Peak that day also — so it’s almost

like a yearly scheduled war. Goblin ears can often be used as a form of

currency in Greyhill Peak on Goblin Day (or as some of the locals call it

“Whacking Day”). Strange how something so bloody and primitive can

be turned into a family holiday, isn’t it?

Greystone

Baronial estate

Owner: Sir Daniel Grimsby

Primary Economy: Trade, Art, Florists

The most prominent city of Blythedale is its capital, Greystone (for-

merly for hundreds of years known as “Greenstone” until Baron Tho-

mas Grey decided his name was more important than tradition). Founded

by a merchant named Abner Greenstone, the city has developed as a

truly beautiful city, possessing many awesome mansions of powerful

merchant families. The bazaar of Greystone is known to be a bustling

place where good buys can be found — of course I hope you plan to buy

in bulk! Greystone is also the city of artisans, where many talented sculp-

tors and gem cutters live comfortable lives off of wealthy patrons.

The annual Pagent of Flowers, held in August, is a great time to

visit, although a recent one was cancelled when it was discovered that a

local florist named Binder had been behind the murders of his rivals.

The florist’s elaborate attempts at creating an alibi by having himself

found dying and bleeding in an alleyway were ruined when it was dis-

covered that he had sent himself flowers in advance of his attack.

Grimsby

Baronial estate

Owner: Baron Ivan Drake

Primary Economy: Hunting, Livestock, Agriculture

Grimsby is known for the Ducal hunting preserve. Many nobles

and commoners are rewarded for service to the Ducal throne with the

privilege to hunt on the verdant hills of Grimsby. Poaching is of course

punishable by stiff fines and sometimes death. The elves have been try-

ing to stop this barbaric practice for years, but so far to no avail.

This town is also known for being the home of the Grimsby noble

family, many of whom served as Baron or Baroness of Blythedale at one

time or another.  However, presently this powerful family seems content

to rest on its investments.

Halifax

Royal estate

Owner: Queen Sidraste Deannen

Primary Economy: Agriculture

Halifax has a thriving economy based around wheat and alfalfa

growing. Halifax farmers apparently have secrets for generations that

allow them not to have to rotate crops or leave fields fallow every other

season. Despite begging, pleading, and even threats, no farmer of Halifax

has ever explained this mystery.

Halifax is also known for the presence of an organization calling

itself the “Wheat Guild.” This local but powerful organization is filled

with local farmers; in fact no local farmers are not involved with this

guild.  Needless to say, the Wheat Guild has tremendous power in Halifax.

Hopewell

Freehold

Owner: Hopewell Biata Council

Primary Economy: Wine, brewing

Hopewell, the community of my birth, has a large biata population

which was given its freehold status in the Treaty negotiations of 598.

Ironically it is also the home of one of largest community of hoblings in

the Duchy. The Hopewell wineries provide stout vintages, and several

breweries make visiting this town a pleasure in any season.



Hrin Merik

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Dairy, Cheesemaking, Livestock

Hrin Merik is a small town with a small town feel. Although the

town is named after a biata hero and there is a large biata population

here, they are still the minority. The place is mostly filled with simple

farmers and their families.

The Healers’ Guild seems out of place in this small community.

They have built a large awning with massive stairs to the entrance of the

Guild. Outside is a large sign saying (in biata) “Sanctuary for all! Up-

held by the honor of all!”

Kelanor

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Smithing

The town of Kelanor is named after the dwarven royal family. King

Kelanor I was said to have permanently died near this small community

in an ambush provided by the then-numerous Hillraiser goblin tribes.

His heroic death in a battle where he held back the hordes is a story of

great telling. Dwarves still to this day journey to the small shrine of this

dwarven hero and to listen to the 12-hour long Story of the Battle. Un-

less you have dwarven patience, you probably want to avoid this.

Leicester

Ducal estate

Owner: Sir Indorian Silverleaf

Primary Economy: Leather Working, Tanning

Leicester is known for its enormous leather working industry. Here

all forms of saddles, shoes, armor, and other important leather goods are

manufactured.  Few tanneries are allowed within the villages and are

instead kept a great distance away in order to keep the villages clean.

Leicester is also known for the preparation of travel rations, and other

travel orientated goods.

Manchester

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Linen, wool, clothing

Just down the road from Greenstone can be found the city of

Manchester. Manchester is known of course for its linen and wool mills.

Manchester is more of a huge complex than a city, containing hun-

dreds of businesses and merchants that fuel the entire clothing industry

in the Duchy.

Meadowbrook

Baronial estate

Owner: Baron Ivan Drake

Primary Economy: Tourism, Trade, Agriculture

Meadowbrook is billed as the paradise of Blythedale. It’s a sleepy

little town filled with small inns, quaint little shops with antiques, small

theatres, and even a large candle making business. It’s a quiet little es-

tate where seldom do people even have to lock their doors.

A local shopkeep was said to have summoned a death elemental to

kill a rival shop keeper a few years back, but that was never proven.

Local rumors say the death elemental is still locked in a basement some-

where on the estate — which is why a lot of people don’t have to keep

their doors locked. Thieves, believing this rumor, have decided to not

take a chance.

River’s Edge

Royal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Trade, Fishing

River’s Edge is a small community of local river fishermen, and

there are several ferries here that are used for river travel up and down

the river.

If you stay in River’s Edge long enough you will hear many strange

stories of the “River Lady” — apparently a ghostly form that walks the

river and pulls people into the river to drown them.

River’s Edge also has a history of rat problems, and giant rats have

from time to time attacked the villages, grabbing children and causing

massive plagues. Local healers try their best to be prepared, but one

never knows when the next attack will occur.

Stony Brook

Baronial estate

Owner: Baron Ivan Drake

Primary Economy: Quarrying

Stony Brook is the site of the largest deposit of marble and granite

in the Duchy. This town of cutters tends several large quarries that sup-

ply much of the Duchy’s building needs. Other than that, if you don’t

mind me saying so, it’s a really boring place.

Tolman Head

Baronial estate

Owner: Baron Ivan Drake

Primary Economy: Agriculture

This place lately has been known for sightings of a creature which

may or may not be a dinosaur, a mythical creature. Ogres living there

often boast of a “thunder lizard” that they fear and respect, and trampled

fences near the border of Two Towers may be the work of this beast,

which is rumored to look something like a house-sized lizard man.

Other than that, Tolman Head is a standard farming community,

with dairy and chicken farms scattered throughout.

Two Towers

Baronial estate

Owner: Baron Ivan Drake

Primary Economy: Military, Weaponsmithing

The Two Towers form large citadel on the eastern border of the

Duchy. The Towers are a symbol of a past and perhaps future time in

which relations with our neighbors weren’t on such an amiable level.

The surrounding town dwindled during peacetime, but has now been

rebuilt and is growing.  An adventuring company known as the Forderick

Fists is very strong and popular in this area. They are led by a mage

named Claude LaRoche.

NNNNNororororordenndenndenndenndenn
Nordenn began originally as the location of a penal colony prior to

the founding of the duchy. A low ranking noble of forgotten family was

given the privilege of building a prison in the area to oversee those un-

desirables who were exiled to this new frontier. The ruins of this prison

are now Nordenn Keep. The name of the family that has since ruled this

Barony is thought to be a corruption of either “Northern” and Warden.”

The mainstay occupation of Nordenn is farming and its people tend

to be simple and honest folk.

Aberwyvern

Royal estate

Owner: Queen Sidraste Deannen

Primary Economy: Research, Education, Agriculture

Aberwyvern is known for its scholarly community, having several

sages specializing in a variety of areas scattered throughout the villages

of the area. There are a number of fine learning academies to which the

rich send their children for training.  Not coincidentally, the Academy of

Law and Social Science is located here, its beautiful campus nestled in

the rolling hills.

Aberwyvern is also known for its growing of melons, cabbages,

and lettuce.



Barrowdowns

Baronial estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Candlemaking, soapmaking

The area of Nordenn known as the Barrowdowns is known particu-

larly for the ancient “Gryphon Arch” which holds ancient Emperors of

the land of Thessi. A battle here a few years ago is commemorated by

plaques and graves of those who died protecting Ashbury against its

enemies.

Bartersville

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Trade, Merchant Houses

Bartersville was once the largest common market in all of Nordenn,

where people from throughout the region would come three seasons of

the year to trade goods and sell their harvests.  Bartersville is somewhat

of a ghost town this day, having outlived its utility once the Duchy out-

grew it. However, a few powerful merchants still reside in Bartersville

and the town still possesses some wonderful taverns and inns.

Since its downfall, a number of gypsy tribes have moved in and set

up shops selling wonderful trinkets, and have purchased some of the

abandoned inns and taverns, providing some great entertainment but

usually only to other gypsies. This may help rebuild the town, but given

that these are gypsies, who knows how long it will be before wanderlust

takes over and they too leave?

Bellebois

Royal estate

Owner: Dame Sonia Forthiatis

Primary Economy: Carpentry, Agriculture

Bellebois is a wooded estate, possessing some of the most gifted

masters of carpentry in the entire kingdom. Somewhat of a seasonal

community, Masters of woodworking spend their winters here training

apprentices. Customers and patrons come during the winter months to

schedule work for the following seasons and to apprentice their chil-

dren. During the winter months the population triples in size, and dur-

ing the summer months the estate seems to become sleepy and quiet.

Bloodstone

Freehold

Owner: Bloodstone Biata Council

Primary Economy: Agriculture

Originally the site of Baron Douglas Nordenn’s army during the

time of his reign, Bloodstone’s biata population has retained this as their

own freehold by treaty with Duke Aramis Llyrr. This is an area where

the biata and the other races generally live in relative peace, and where it

seems that hope grows for the future of all positive race relations.

Discrimination based on race is heavily frowned upon by most citi-

zens, although there are still some “hard-liners” who hold that separa-

tion of the races is important to preserve culture. Unfortunately, some of

the most vocal of these people are on the Council which runs the town,

but you cannot write laws to make people agree with you. Xapano Corak,

the head of the Council, is trying to make the rest of the Council more

accepting, but apparently has an uphill battle.

Bramblebush

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Herbs

Bramblebush, as its name describes, really is a fairly inhospitable

piece of land, being covered in briars, thorns, and ivy.  The central part

of the estate is nearly impassable and many individuals claim there is

some sort of mischief at the source of the brambles. Some have reported

seeing lights in areas that are thought to be uninhabited.

However awful the brambles and the encroaching flora seem to be,

Bramblebush is known for its wonderful herbs., especially its medicinal

salves. Apparently, many rare plants seem to flourish here among the

choking vines.

Crystal Falls

Baronial estate

Owner: Dame Glorianna Wyndancer

Primary Economy: Tourism, Glassblowing

The Crystal Falls are another beautiful attraction, hidden beneath

the ground inside a cave. The falls themselves descend from holes in the

ceiling into a luminescent room of crystal. The basin, as it has been

called, holds the water for a short time and then the water escapes into a

chasm below. A group of enterprising dwarves offer guided tours of the

caves, but are thought to be looking for gem deposits.

The sands and stones located in the caves are also excellent for

glassblowing, and most of the duchy’s windows, mirrors and spectacles

come from this estate. A group of artists have recently moved into the

area and are starting to produce glass sculptures, vases and other trin-

kets.

Descante

Ducal estate

Owner: Sir Harrison Ryatt

Primary Economy: Agriculture

Descante is known for its massive mushroom growing economy.

Being a fairly wooded estate with high trees and little undergrowth, the

forest floor with its dim lights seems to be excellent for growing mush-

rooms of all types. Farmers delight in placing a few poisonous varieties

amongst their harvest to deter local visitors and wild life from helping

themselves to their hard work. (Don’t worry, they remove them when it

is time to harvest the mushrroms!)

There are rumors of strange little people who can turn invisible at

will living there as well, but these stories are mostly unfounded and may

be nothing more than children’s tales.

Dwarvenholm

Freehold

Owner: Dwarven Council

Primary Economy: Metal Working, Smithing

The Fortress City of Dwarvenholm is perhaps the most amazing

wonder in the entire Barony. Dwarvenholm is said to be the home of

nearly eight thousand dwarves, although the dwarves claim there are

less than 300 in the area. Built into the side of an entire valley, it is

thought that this fortification could withstand the siege of ten times its

number of defenders. Dwarvenholm was built two hundred years ago

after the overrunning of Trollsgate in the infamous Underearth Wars.

Since the liberation of Trollsgate, many have left Dwarvenholm to rees-

tablish their old home, so it is unclear as to exactly how many dwarves

are left.

In addition to building, the dwarves sometimes find the time to

craft sturdy steel weapons and armor. The dwarves of Dwarvenholm are

a determined, cautious, and sometimes paranoid lot.

Felgund

Royal estate

Owner: Queen Sidraste Deannan

Primary Economy: Agriculture, Soap Making

Felgund is the most boring place I have found in the duchy. They

have started making soaps since the loss of Taija’s Ferry in what was

once Trellheim. That is the extent of what I have to say about this place.

Fellsworth

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: You tell me?

Fellsworth is most likely the most confusing estate I have ever seen.



It’s covered in warehouses and craftsman shops. There is no rhyme or

reason to the entire community.  All sorts of “goods” (I use the term

loosely) seem to be manufactured here. A good guideline is that if you

are trying to find out where your random item was made, it was prob-

ably Fellsworth. A lot of the items can only be called “knickknacks.”

From potholders to bathbrushes, it’s made in Fellsworth.

Firwood

Royal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy:  Agriculture, hunting

Once the location of a great forest, perhaps even the heart of a large

forest, Firwood clearly at some point suffered the ravages of a great fire.

The forest has been slow in recovering and the population has dwindled

over the years, leaving only a few hunters and farmers.

Goldstone

Baronial estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy:  Horse

breeding

The estate of Goldstone, which

is usually considered mostly part of

Jared, is the site of huge plantations

of horse and cattle raisers. Goldstone,

originally named for a small deposit

of gold found in a local stream, has

become the site of an annual series

of horse races. The festival accom-

panying the races is complete with the

finest foods, incredible gambling

events, and entertainment from wan-

dering theater troops.

Gryphonwatch

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Weaving,

Jewelry Making

Gryphonwatch is not very recep-

tive to outsiders. There are mostly

humans that live on this estate but

there is also a large population of

biata who live apart. Each gives the

other a wide berth.

Hagarath

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Tourism

Hagarath can only be called the

“South Point for Orcs.” Hagarath was

an orc with vision who decided that

what high orcs, high ogres, barbar-

ians, and other similar races needed

was a place to have fun. It has mul-

tiple arenas, gladiatorial conquests,

gambling establishments, and other

fun forms of entertainment, all of

course geared to the “unrefined per-

son.” It’s a place where one pays ex-

tra for the ale, so you don’t have to

pay for the furniture when you bash

it over someone’s head.  It’s the kind

of place that when you mock a

contestant’s prowess, you better be

ready to jump down into the pit and show your stuff.  The alcohol is

served in courses — good at first and crappy on the twentieth mug.

I have never seen such large guards as I have seen in Hagarath.

Several civilized trolls are even used as bouncers.  Needless to say,

Hagarath is a popular place to go if you are looking for the experience of

a lifetime, even though it may shorten yours.

Hampstead

Baronial estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Candle making, Furniture Making

The people of Hampstead are somewhat a paranoid lot.  They hate

intrusion, noise, and violence, and are famous for their furniture making

and candle making. Believe it or not, the only tavern in town serves milk

and tea. This community has outlawed the sale of alcohol for nearly ten

years since, during a brawl, a tavern was burned to the ground. That’s



the way they like it there. Not coincidentially, the population of this

estate has dropped tremendously.

Haunted Marsh

Royal estate

Owner: Queen Sidraste ap Moire

Primary Economy: None really

I suggest you avoid the Haunted Marsh at all costs. There are people

living there in small huts, hunting and fishing, but they are all crazy.

Trust me on this one.

Hillcroft

Ducal estate

Owner: Dame Glorianna Wyndancer

Primary Economy: Specialty Foods

I only traveled through Hillcroft at dark and it seemed a pleasant

enough little hamlet. They seems to specialize in food delicacies. I hope

to return there once their little undead problem goes away. Perhaps the

recent appointment of Dame Glorianna, a noted healer, will help resolve

this problem.

Hollym

Royal estate

Owner: Queen Sidraste Deannan

Primary Economy: Agriculture, Horses

Hollym is a community that specialized in growing hay, oats, and

rye. If you’re a horse you would be in love with Hollym. Other than that,

there is not a lot to say about this place. Lots of fields of grasses as far as

the eye can see.

Recently, annual horse shows have begun to bring in visitors who

come for the competition and festival.

Homrik’s Pass

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Education, Hunting, furs

Homrik’s Pass has in the past few years become known as the home

of the Icenian Institute of Archeology. A number of scholars from Icenia

have relocated there on the site of where their school existed years ago.

From here, they go off on excursions to discover what happened to their

culture and to learn about others who once inhabited the area. The cen-

tral town has a number of interesting book shops and other places where

lectures are held and readings from reports are given.

The locals, meanwhile, are still mainly hunters and they are not

quite sure what to make of these new scholarly arrivals with their coffee

shops and lectures. It has made for a bit of an uneasy feeling in this

place.

Immervale

Baronial estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Hunting, Alchemical production

The forest of Immervale is one of the most beautiful places in the

duchy. It is thought to be the dying place of a life elemental, for one

small area within the forest possess trees that glow with a beautiful white

light. Most interesting! People come here to relax, and it seems as if

when you are in the light, nothing can harm you.

Immervale also houses a great number of stone elf alchemists for

some reason, but being stone elves, they tend to keep to themselves and

not let others know what they are doing. They certainly didn’t tell me.

Jared

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy:  Trade

The city of Jared is the market place of the Barony, serving as the

largest trading center of foodstuff in the Duchy outside of the capital

itself. Jared not only is the market place of grains and vegetables, but the

sight of a grand auction of horses, cattle, and other animals. “Business is

a Pleasure” is the official motto of Jared. Not surprisingly, there is a

large hobling population here.

Lentor’s Run

Royal estate

Owner: Queen Sidraste Deannan

Primary Economy: Education, Agriculture

Lentor’s Run has several masters of martial disciplines living within

its boundaries. People search out these masters of combat often for train-

ing. Lentor’s Run is a relatively underpopulated estate, but there are

several periodic games among apprentices and trainees that are interest-

ing to watch. The most amusing to watch are the beginners, who end up

hurting themselves more often than their opponents. The estate is named

for the main event, which is a footrace from one side of the estate to the

other — in full battle dress of course.

Mishrak Fens

Freehold

Owner:  Tarzaterranzan

Primary Economy: Hunting

This estate was granted to the Dark Elven Nation of Tarzaterranzan

as a freehold in 603. It has since become the center for dark elf activity

on the surface. It is also home to Mishrak and his lizardmen, whom have

a strong alliance with the dark elves. It is best to not go looking for the

lizardmen, as they desire their privacy more than anything else. This

probably explains why they get along so well with the dark elves.

Lizardmen are occasionally seen in the villages of this freehold,

trading for manufactured goods with the local populace. It is also known

that there are large veins of silver in this freehold, but they are left

unmined, as they lie deep in the lizardmen’s territory.

The villages remain small and frontier like in this estate, but visi-

tors are not unwelcome by the local populace. It is one of the only places

where you can almost always find a bottle of dark elven wine from House

Izix’Itliz, for a price of course.

Montclair

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Agriculture, livestock

Montclair is known for the raising of sheep and goats. There is a

wonderful tavern near the center of the estate called (uncreatively) “The

Montclair Inn” which has the finest food within ten leagues! The owner,

a large hobling woman named Hilda, is also the cook, and travelers and

caravans are known to go out of their way to arrange their trips to be

able to stop there and dine.

Nib

Royal estate

Owner: Queen Sidraste Deannen

Primary Economy: Inks, Quills, Bookbinding, Papermaking

Nib is known for its bookmaking industry and related fields. Pa-

permaking is the primary business, with all sorts of other craftsman ty-

ing into the primary trade.  Many merchants specializing in such materi-

als also reside in Nib, as well as quite a few scholars who wish to pay the

best prices on materials. As one would expect, Nib also has an enor-

mous artist community.

Nordenn Keep

Baronial estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Military, Training

The city of Nordenn Keep is merely a larger and nastier version of

Port Frederick. First, the Keep itself was once used as a prison for crimi-



nals. Many of those in the Duchy who don’t like the Nordenn family

claim that it was built to keep them in, not anyone out.

Partridge

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Agriculture, Entertainment

The estate of Partridge is perhaps the most fertile area in all of

Ashbury, and it is said that grains grown there make the finest breads.

In one corner of the estate is a small artist community which houses

many musicians. Be sure to visit the Pumpkin-head Inn, a fine establish-

ment.

Peppercorn

Freehold

Owner: High Orc Council

Primary Economy: Wool, Fishing

Peppercorn is a hilly grassy estate, perfect for the raising of sheep.

Several small villages dot the coastline and specialize in local fishing.

The landscape is dominated by Castle McEwan, a high orc family

loyal to former Duke Bryan Nordenn. They have made Pepper-

corn a very safe place to live, and many high orcs of many clans

gather together here (as well as regular orcs which are treated as

citizens here). Many high orcs from these clans join the Nordenn

Armed Forces — so many in fact are from Peppercorn there is

a regiment made up nearly entirely of high

orcs!

Port Frederick

Baronial estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Shipping

Port Frederick is perhaps the vilest place in all of

Ashbury. This place is the location of all sorts of shore wash-

ing — not to mention pirates. Although there is a battalion of

marines, Port Frederick is overrun with nasty sorts that traffic

in less-than-legal goods. The Paladin Sir Jaret attempted to

clean the place up but his efforts did not meet with much suc-

cess. His Grace is now attempting the same.  Look, just steer

clear of Port Frederick — all intelligent people do.

Rodyn

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Instruments, Woodcarving, Agriculture

Rodyn is known for the fine musical instruments that are

fashioned by several master crafters in residence. Apparently the

woods in the area are perfect for sound quality, and despite its l o -

cation far from the Bardic College, many students travel here to pur-

chase the local crafts.

Rodyn also unfortunately has frequent undead problems, and sev-

eral large graveyards dot the estate.

Shadowkeep

Baronial estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Military

Shadowkeep was controlled for many years by an evil source known

as the Geist, but the barony of Nordenn apparently has solved that prob-

lem and is starting to repopulate the area. (I could be wrong; I don’t

know the entire history.) Anyway, when I last visited the Keep, it was in

the process of rebuilding, so all I saw were military types and masons.

Stormwood

Baronial estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Military, Forestry

The town of Stormwood is the current site of the Baron’s armies.

Stormwood, which was originally known for its various wood products,

has become the training center of a rapidly growing army.

The Baron claims that the location of Stormwood allows for rapid

deployment in case of danger. I guess he is right, as Nordenn has been

fairly peaceful lately.

Swindon

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Livestock, Agriculture

Swindon has gained a reputation lately that it probably doesn’t want

due to the prowling of the so-called “Ghostly Goose” who has been

striking across the town, pinching the backsides of many young ladies,

but never seen. Is it a poltergeist or just mass hysteria?

Thrommel

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Trade, Agriculture

The village of Thrommel is not mentionable for anything grand

with the exception that it is predominately the home of a large group

of biata. The biata clan moved into Thrommel in the 540’s and

have since taken over the town. Many claim that these beings are

involved in disreputable dealings, but no one knows for sure.

Vandalton

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy:  Weaponmaking

Vandalton is known for the making of polearms. They

make all shapes and sizes of polearms. Glaives,

Guisarmes, Spetums, and Ranseurs are

specialties. The Vandalton Ear

Spoon is the chosen weapon of the

Town Guard. Vandalton also special-

izes in lancers and spears utilized by the

cavalry of the Ducal and Baronial armies.

Vansir Reclaim

Freehold

Owner: Barbarian Council

Primary Economy: Furs, mining

The Vansir Reclaim was fashioned by Duke

Bryan Nordenn several years ago in order to put the pow-

erful Barbarian undead Baracus Kul to rest. Four estates were

combined to form a homeland for the Vansir. The estate is dominated by

the mountain called Netherhiem and a dark foreboding forest called

Blotwode. The Blotwode itself is said to contain vampiric trees that suck

the blood out of travelers who touch their leaves.

Wellington

Ducal estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy:  Hunting, furs

Wellington is known for its large sarr population, perhaps because

of the excellent hunting that is here.

Wildwood

Baronial Estate

Owner: Duke Frost Vardik

Primary Economy: Forestry

Wildwood contains excellent trees for building homes, and is a

prominent source for the locals. There are also many woodcarvers in the

area, as you may expect.


